A child pornographer uses a tried and trusted process to capture his victims. First, he befriends the child. Then he develops a child’s trust and devotion. Finally, he lowers a child’s sexual inhibitions and gradually persuades that child to perform the most humiliating, degrading and vile sex acts. It’s no wonder then that by the time a pornographer takes his picture, he’s captured a child completely – mind, body and soul. At the National Center for Missing & Exploited Children, we know that there are thousands of pornographers preying on children worldwide. That’s why we support law enforcement in their efforts to arrest these predators. So to report child sexual exploitation, call the police. Then call us at 1-800-843-5678 or contact us at www.cybertipline.com. Because when pornographers are at work, protecting children is our only focus.

CHILD PORNographers ALSO TAKE A CHILD’S INNOCENCE, SELF ESTEEM AND DIGNITY.

WE’RE HERE BECAUSE THEY’RE OUT THERE.